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Adaptive to the needs of a
changing technological world

NM Cabling Solutions is an established
provider of structured cabling and technology
solutions. Since our formation in 2000, we
have consistently expanded the solutions we
offer in the technology sector. We are experts
in structured cabling, electrical installations
and complete solutions for Audio Visual, CCTV
and access control. With an enviable industry
reputation, we focus on speed and quality of
response for surveys, quotations, planning and
installation of our solutions.
Our designers are RCCD/CNIDP accredited
and NM Cabling has accreditation from the
Contractors Health and Safety Assessment
Scheme (CHAS). We manage a specialist
team of network installers qualified to install
numerous manufacturers’ systems, covered by
a range of health and safety accreditations.
Whether you are an SME, a large organisation,
UK based or worldwide, take a look at our list
of recent clients and case studies to see why
our returning customers appreciate our swift,
consistent and quality service.
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Expertly designed structured
cabling for all technologies

NM Cabling offers a complete one-stop
data cabling solution based on over
20 years’ experience across various
structured cabling installations and a
variation of industry sectors. Our services
start from initial planning and design
through to implementation and testing.
Our highly experienced engineers are fully
qualified to work with the latest copper
and fibre optical, data and voice cabling
solutions. The team are qualified by the
leading industry manufacturers and have
all relevant health and safety qualifications
including CSCS, SSSTS, SSMTS and
IPAF. We specialise in the installation of
structured cabling on legacy systems
such as Cat5e through to the latest Cat8
systems. Installations are fully tested
with industry leading equipment and test
certificates issued.
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Harnessing the superior
bandwith of fibre optic cable

We deliver a range of fibre optic
cabling solutions according to system
requirements, environment and budget.
A fibre optic cable consists of multiple
glass cores. Each core is thinner
than a human hair and is capable of
transmitting data through light waves
and achieving higher transmission
speeds over a longer distance.
Fibre optic cabling is extensively used in
technology and telecommunications
due to its large bandwidth and superior
range compared to copper. We offer
diverse fibre optic cabling services from
legacy OM1 through to newer OM5 and
OS2 specifications in either internal or
external environments. We can carry out
network design and specification through
to fully managed surveys and installations
for a wide range of projects.
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High level expertise for
the expanding Wi-Fi world

As the demand for technology speed
grows through increased media usage,
so have the demands on the transmission
speeds delivered by Wi-Fi applications.
With new technology advances, legacy
cabling will at times lack the transmission
capabilities to deliver the required
bandwidth and speeds between Wi-Fi
systems and active hardware.
Requirements for upgrades are moving
from Cat5e to Cat6a and beyond,
incorporating dual cables to each access
point. With our range of IPAF trained
engineers, we are able to install, mount
and maintain any manner of Wi-Fi
installations both internally and externally
to any height requirement. We can
deliver the bandwidth speed and coverage
demanded by today’s latest technology.
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Electrical installation for
all your technology needs

NM Cabling delivers failsafe electrical
systems which helps avoid damaging
downtime through electrical failure.
Solutions can include floor boxes, dado
trunking, false ceiling drops and a choice
of permanent wired systems or plug-andplay underfloor busbar systems for easy
moves and changes.
In communication rooms, we install
power systems for servers, air
conditioning, UPS systems and backup generators. We also install lighting
systems for computer rooms and
office spaces that dynamically adjust
to the working environment and can
be automated to switch on by motion,
time of day or individual staff. To ensure
an ongoing safe and maintained office
space, we offer PAT testing to ensure all
equipment is compliant and safe.
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Our mobile phone boosters
are getting a great reception

With buildings often struggling to receive
full mobile phone signal, a mobile signal
repeater can be used for boosting mobile
phone reception. It comprises three
units: a reception antenna, a signal
amplifier and an internal rebroadcast
antenna. Systems can be installed either
on clients’ existing structured cabling or
NM Cabling can install new data cabling
if required.
Modern mobile repeater amplifiers
‘repeat’ or, to be more exact,
rebroadcast mobile phone signal inside
a designated area. This type of system
usually uses an external antenna to
collect the best mobile signal, then
transmits this to an amplifier unit which
strengthens the signal and retransmits it
locally. It is the legal solution to boosting
your mobile phone signal.
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Commercial and domestic
security and access solutions

We provide cabling and hardware
installation services for all aspects of
security and access control systems,
including CCTV video surveillance,
door access control and gate security.
Whether in commercial or domestic
environments, security systems are vital
to protect property and assets to create
a sense of comfort and safety.
With the emergence of the ‘Internet of
Things’, we are seeing an increasing
array of connected devices that can help
aid security. These all rely on a resilient
cabling infrastructure in order to function
efficiently and effectively. NM Cabling
is able to advise you on the latest
requirements and design a solution that
will meet your specific needs.
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Delivering uplifting, stand-out
audio visual solutions

We specialise in state-of-the-art Audio
Visual equipment to support your
conference calls, meetings or training
sessions. With ever-advancing technology
and software, our design team is able
to ensure your system is perfectly
matched to deliver the latest dynamic
AV experience, as well as being flexible
enough to accommodate future upgrades
and changes.
For large scale conference centres, we
can incorporate AV cabling and equipment
into bespoke cabinets, ceilings, stages,
seat locations and control centres to
create an effective and discreet visual
solution. With our experience in the
education sector, we can install projectors,
white boards and smart boards into
schools, colleges and universities, or
commercial training facilities and learning
centre environments.
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Relax with our service to
smooth your office moves

From office reorganisation to complete
office relocation, our team can move
computers, telephones and peripherals,
including the adjustment or installation
of data and electrical cabling. Through
careful design, planning and dedicated
on-site management, we can quickly
provide relocated or new, fully functioning
IT systems, moving desks and furniture at
the same time.
Any existing health and safety issues such
as broken wall and floor boxes, trailing
leads causing trip hazards or overloaded
electrical sockets will be resolved by
our team. Any floor boxes that require
moving will have carpet tiling relaid and
cut to fit. We can work to your schedule
and out of hours as necessary to
minimise disruption.
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Turnkey structured cabling
solutions for data centres

From initial design to staged project
management and implementation,
NM Cabling provides a turnkey
structured cabling solution from single
to multi-location data centres. With data
centres primarily leading the way in new
technology and infrastructure services,
we ensure we remain at the forefront of
structured cabling design and knowledge
as standards and applications move
towards Cat8 systems. We also offer a
pre-term solution for copper and fibre
optical cabling.
We are able to design the correct
server cabinets, power and cold isle
containment to suit your requirements
for current and future needs. We are
highly experienced working in live data
centres, whether they be single client
or shared occupancy cabinets, and
offer 24/7 service to suit the most
convenient installation.
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Always on hand to ensure
your cabling system integrity

SERVICE &
MAINTENANCE

Preventative maintenance and ongoing
service will ensure your data cabling,
electrical and hardware are consistently
performing to their maximum efficiency. A
solid, maintained cabling infrastructure will
support the active hardware and ensure
any downtime is avoided through regular
checks on broken cables, poor patching or
faulty electrical equipment.
PAT testing is also a regular requirements
to ensure your portable appliances are
not only working correctly but are also not
affecting your main electrical system and
causing trips and overloads.
We provide a range of solutions from
regular visits through to full support SLA’s.
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Experience and expertise for
diverse commercial projects

COMMERCIAL

NM Cabling’s commercial projects range
from single floor locations to multiple
offices spread throughout large city
centre buildings. They can be a mix of
new, refurbished and modern serviced
offices. Having worked in many of
the iconic skyline buildings in London,
our design and installation team has
extensive experience in traditional
buildings, listed buildings and modern
architectural spaces.
We have the expertise to bring data
cabling, lighting, electrical, security and
emergency systems together into a
single turnkey design and installation.
With the evolution of unique and iconic
workspaces, discreet containment
becomes all the more important where
there are extensive cabling and electrical
requirements that may impact on the
aesthetics of a building.
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Extensive warehouse and
working at height expertise

WAREHOUSE &
DISTRIBUTION

Data cabling in warehouses and
distribution centres brings its own set
of challenges. Often data cabling and
electrical requirements need to be
installed from powered access lifts at
extended working heights. This demands
careful pre-planning of cable runs around
the structure and along trays, also
bearing in mind the limited amount of
working space.
Installations often require a flexible
installation program with a high reliance
on out-of-hours working to minimise
disruption and maximise employee safety.
NM Cabling adheres to all health and
safety requirements, and coordinates
schedules with busy warehouse
operations. These may include warehouse
racking and automated picking
equipment, as well as the operational
work of other trades in the area.
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Flexible installations for
confidential environments

FINANCE & LEGAL

Due to the specific nature of finance and
legal businesses to be operational without
interruption and minimal noise during
working hours, NM Cabling is highly
experienced in managing works out-ofhours to ensure re-establishment of office
space to working condition the next day.
The finance and legal industry is well
known for working within traditional listed
buildings where the structured cabling
installation has very specific rules and
routing requirements requiring careful
drilling and visual containment. We
utilise discreet floor level trunking and
boxes wherever possible to contain data,
comms, AV, security and access control
cabling. Special consideration is also
given to the confidentiality of this industry
and the engineering team hold various
security clearances with this in mind.
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Discreet and efficient cabling
and hardware solutions

FIT-OUT

NM Cabling designs and installs total
office fit-out cabling solutions comprising
the latest technologies and visual
containment systems. New or relocated
floor boxes are installed to suit ideal desk
locations; lighting systems configured
by switching, motion or smart control
systems; and audio visual, conference
and distributed sound systems optimised
to boost commercial effectiveness.
Overall infrastructure design and
installation includes data cabling for
PC’s, Wi-Fi and telephones, plus fibre
optic multi-floor links between cabinets
and the main communications room.
On the security side, access control,
security CCTV and emergency systems
can all be incorporated within discreet
visual systems in ceilings, partitioning or
bespoke joinery.
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Prestige entertainment
and communication solutions

MARINE

We have many years of experience
working on luxury yachts in various
locations around the world. Our expert
technicians integrate seamlessly with
marine contractors to provide high quality
marine specific results to ever-changing
timescales, budgets and requirements.
Marine installations must incorporate
not only the most luxurious and discreet
systems, but also those that will
withstand harsh weather and choppy
seas. We offer the latest theatre-quality
audio visual, Wi-Fi and music systems,
lighting automation, CCTV, security
and access control; and can bring all
these technologies together in a single
interactive touch panel or control system.
We provide a personal and bespoke
service at all times all over the world.
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Open for business with
customer-friendly schedules

RETAIL

NM Cabling has the expertise to handle
data cabling in retail stores of all sizes
and locations. With experience in many
national roll-out projects for blue chip
retailers, our installation team are
experts in carrying out long term, flexible
programs. Our wide-ranging experience
includes installation of people counting
systems, display signage, automation
systems, Wi-Fi and security and access
control systems.
Cabling installations can be carried out
overnight while stores are closed to avoid
disruption as often the structured cabling
extends throughout shop floors and back
offices. Projects such as these can be
scheduled as fast track installations to
ensure all disruptive work is complete
and operational before the store reopens.
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DATA CABLING
FIBRE OPTIC
WI-FI CABLING
ELECTRICAL
MOBILE BOOSTERS
CCTV & ACCESS
AUDIO VISUAL
MOVES & CHANGES
DATA CENTRES

Head Office
605 The Sorting Office, Rickmansworth, Hertfordshire WD3 0AN, United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0)1923 888588

Email: sales@nmcabling.co.uk
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